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Abstract
We consider a stochastic model for the spread of an epidemic among a population of n
individuals that are equally spaced around a circle. Throughout its infectious period, a typical
infective, i say, makes global contacts, with individuals chosen independently and uniformly from
the whole population, and local contacts, with individuals chosen independently and uniformly
according to a contact distribution centred on i. The asymptotic situation in which the local
contact distribution converges weakly as n→∞ is analysed. A branching process approximation
for the early stages of an epidemic is described and made rigorous as n→∞ by using a coupling
argument, yielding a threshold theorem for the model. A central limit theorem is derived for the
2nal outcome of epidemics that take o3, by using an embedding representation. The results are
specialised to the case of a symmetric, nearest-neighbour local contact distribution.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There is now a large body of literature concerned with mathematical models for
the spread of infectious diseases. Most of the earlier models assumed that the popu-
lation within which a disease is spreading is homogeneously mixing. However, such
an assumption is clearly unrealistic for all but small populations. Thus there has been
considerable interest in models in which this assumption is relaxed; see Andersson
(1999) for a review.
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One form of departure from homogeneous mixing assumes that the population mixes
at two levels, in the sense that during its infectious period a typical infective, i say,
makes global contacts, with individuals chosen independently and uniformly from the
whole population, and local contacts, with individuals chosen independently and uni-
formly from a set of neighbours of i. Ball et al. (1997) considered two such models:
the households model, in which the population is partitioned into households and the set
of neighbours of an individual are the other individuals in its household, and the great
circle model, in which individuals are equally spaced on a circle and the neighbours of
an individual are the two individuals next to it on the circle. The latter model was orig-
inally motivated by the spread of infection between pigs in a line of stalls (M.C.M. de
Jong, personal communication). It is also closely related to models for “small-world”
networks (see, for example, Watts and Strogatz, 1998; Barbour and Reinert, 2001),
which have received considerable attention recently, particularly from physicists and
social scientists.
The paper by Ball et al. (1997) is primarily concerned with the households model.
Only the Reed–Frost (constant infectious period) version of the great circle model
is considered and an informal argument given for its threshold behaviour. A formal
threshold theorem and the mean 2nal size of an epidemic that takes o3, in the limit
as the population size n→∞, was subsequently given by Ball and Neal (2002a) for
the case when the infectious period follows an arbitrary but speci2ed distribution. The
purpose of the present paper is to give a detailed analysis of the following extension
of the great circle model, in which local contacts need not be nearest-neighbour.
Suppose that the population comprises of n individuals located in one-dimensional
space. Label the individuals sequentially 1 through n and, to avoid boundary problems it
is convenient to take the space to be the circumference of a circle, so that individuals 1
and n are neighbours. Assign to each individual independent and identically distributed
life histories, H = (Q; G; L), where Q is the infectious period and G and L are
point processes of times, relative to an individual’s infection, at which global and local
infections are made, respectively. Each global contact is with an individual chosen
independently and uniformly from the initial n individuals in the population. Each local
contact is with an individual chosen independently from a distribution Vn = {vnj ; j=
−[(n− 1)=2];−[(n− 1)=2] + 1; : : : ; [n=2]}, where vnj is the probability that individual
i on making a local infectious contact does so with individual (i + j)mod n, and [x]
denotes the integer part of x. At the end of its infectious period an individual becomes
immune to further infection and plays no role in the remainder of the epidemic. If an
infected individual makes contact with a susceptible individual i, at time t, say, then
the susceptible individual becomes infected and itself makes local contacts at the points
of t+ Li and global contacts at the points of t+ 
G
i , before becoming immune at time
t + Qi.
The epidemic is initiated by a number of individuals becoming infected at time t=0,
with the remaining individuals all assumed to be susceptible. Explicit assumptions about
the number and con2guration of initial susceptibles are made as and when they are
required. The epidemic ceases as soon as there are no infectives in the population.
The 2nal size and severity of an epidemic are the number of individuals that are
ultimately infected throughout its entirety and the sum of the infectious periods of
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those infectives, respectively. Even for homogeneous mixing models, the distribution
of the 2nal outcome (2nal size and severity) of an epidemic is complicated (see, for
example, Picard and LefJevre, 1990), so attention is often focused on limit theorems as
the population size n →∞.
There are three main types of limit theorem for such epidemic models: a branching
process limit for the early stages of an epidemic (see, for example, Whittle, 1955;
Kendall, 1956; Ball and Donnelly, 1995), from which a threshold theorem governing
whether an epidemic is able to take o3 can be derived; a central limit for the 2nal size
of an epidemic that does take o3 (see, for example, von Bahr and Martin-LMof, 1980);
and a Poisson limit theorem for the number of individuals who remain susceptible at
the end of an epidemic that is well above threshold (see, for example, Daniels, 1967;
LefJevre and Utev, 1995). A Poisson limit theorem for the present great circle model
is given in Ball and Neal (2002b). Thus branching process and central limit theorems
are considered in this paper, for the situation when the local contact distribution Vn
converges weakly to a proper distribution V as n→∞.
In Section 2, it is shown that the early stages of the epidemic can be approximated
by a suitable branching process. A coupling argument is used to make this approxima-
tion precise in the limit as n→∞, thus enabling a rigorous threshold theorem to be
developed. Let  denote the Malthusian parameter of the branching process. Suppose
that ∈ (0;∞) and E[|V |2+]¡∞ for some ¿ 12 , and let c0 = (2− 1)=4(+ 1).
Then the coupling is such that, almost surely, if the branching process goes extinct
then the epidemic process and the branching process coincide for all suOciently large
n, whilst if the branching process does not go extinct then for any c∈ (0; c0), the two
processes coincide over the time interval [0; c log n] for all suOciently large n (see
Theorem 2.1). In the latter case it is also shown that for any c¿ (2)−1, the “dis-
tance” between the nth epidemic process and the branching process, both restricted to
[0; c log n], tends almost surely to ∞ as n →∞. Note that if the contact distribution V
has moments of any order then c0 can be made arbitrarily close to (2)−1, so in one
sense the result is the best possible. In Section 3, a central limit theorem is derived
for the 2nal outcome of epidemics that take o3, for the case when the point processes
governing local and global contacts are both homogeneous Poisson processes. Finally,
in Section 4, the results are specialised to the case of a symmetric, nearest-neighbour
local contact distribution, where more explicit formulae are available.
2. Branching process approximation
2.1. Introduction
In order to obtain a rigorous branching process approximation to the above epidemic
model, we consider a sequence (En) of such epidemics, indexed by the population size
n, in which the nth epidemic has initially 1 infective and n−1 susceptibles, with the
initial infective being chosen uniformly from the n individuals in the population. The
epidemics En (n = 1; 2; : : :) have a common law for the life history H but the law
governing the contact distribution Vn is population size dependent. We assume that
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limn→∞ vni = vi (i∈Z), where V = {vi; i∈Z} is a proper distribution. We suppose
further that for n = 1; 2; : : : ; vni ¿ vi (i = −[(n− 1)=2];−[(n− 1)=2] + 1; : : : ; [n=2]),
although this assumption can be relaxed, and that
∑∞
i=−∞ |i|2+vi ¡∞ for some
¿ 12 .
2.2. Construction of epidemic and approximating branching process
As in Ball (1996), the approximating branching process is based not on infectives
but on clumps of infectives, so we 2rst describe what is meant by a clump. Let
nijk and ijk (i; j; k; n= 1; 2; : : :) be independent random variables, where for each n=
1; 2; : : : ; the {nijk}’s are independent and identically distributed with Pr(nijk = l) = vnl
(l = −[(n− 1)=2];−[(n− 1)=2] + 1; : : : ; [n=2]) and the {ijk}’s are independent and
identically distributed with Pr(ijk = l) = vl (l∈Z). Let the life histories Hij (i; j =
1; 2; : : :) be independent and identically distributed according to H.
Consider a sequence of independent and identically distributed epidemics Ci (i =
1; 2; : : :) constructed as follows. For 2xed i, consider a population of in2nitely many
individuals in one-dimensional space, where each individual has two neighbours, one
on each side. Assume that there is an initial infective at the origin while the rest
of the population is initially susceptible. The initial infective adopts life history Hi1,
making local contacts governed by Li1. The point processes 
G
i1; 
G
i2; : : : are ignored in
the construction of Ci. Let ij (j=2; 3; : : :) denote the jth individual to become infected
in Ci with i1=0. For j; k=1; 2; : : : ; ij+ijk is the individual contacted at the kth local
contact made by the jth infective. If that individual is still susceptible then it becomes
infected and adopts the life history Hij′ where j′ − 1 is the number of individuals
that have previously been infected. Thus the life histories Hi1;Hi2; : : : are assigned
sequentially to the infectives in Ci, in the order that they become infected. Let Di
be the duration of the epidemic Ci and let Ji be the set of individuals whom are
ultimately infected in Ci. Let i be the point process, obtained using {Gij}j∈Ji , of times
(relative to the start of the initial infective’s infectious period) at which the infectives
in Ci would make global contacts if they were allowed to. Let jˆi = max{ j: j∈ Ji},
Qji = min{ j: j∈ Ji} and i = {k ∈Z: Qji6 k6 jˆi}. The maximum and minimum exist
almost surely since the contact distribution V has 2nite mean, see Kelly (1977). We
refer to i and Wi = |i| = jˆi − Qji + 1 as the spanning set and width of epidemic
(clump) i, respectively. Thus W1; W2; : : : ; are independent and identically distributed
having mass function Pr(W = m) =  m (m= 1; 2; : : :), say.
Consider also, for each n=1; 2; : : : ; the following sequence of independent and iden-
tically distributed epidemics Cni (i = 1; 2; : : :). For 2xed n and i, consider a population
of size n in one-dimensional space, where each individual has two neighbours, one on
each side and take the space to be the circumference of a circle. Assume that there is
one initial infective while the rest of the population is initially susceptible. Label the
individuals on the circle sequentially, −[(n− 1)=2];−[(n− 1)=2] + 1; : : : ; [n=2], so that
the initial infective is labelled 0. The epidemic then proceeds in a similar fashion to
that of Ci. The jth individual infected in Cni is individual 
n
ij and adopts life history
Hij, while the individual contacted at the kth local contact made by this individual is
individual (nij + 
n
ijk)mod n. De2ne (D
n
i ; J
n
i ; 
n
i ) in the obvious fashion.
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The epidemics and associated global contact processes, (Ci; i) (i= 1; 2; : : :), can be
used to construct a realisation of a general (Crump–Mode–Jagers) branching process
as follows. Let 0¡s26 s36 · · · denote the times of births in the branching process
and let (D2; J2; 2); (D3; J3; 3); : : : denote the successive histories of individuals born
into the branching process. (Put sk+1 =∞ if fewer than k individuals are born into the
branching process). Denote by (D1; J1; 1) the history of the individual initially present
in the branching process. Thus individuals in the branching process are labelled in the
order in which they are born, with the label 1 being attached to the initial ancestor.
The ith individual in the branching process has lifetime Di and reproduces at the points
of i. The Ji’s play no role in the branching process, but are instrumental in coupling
the epidemic process to the branching process.
For n = 1; 2; : : : ; a realisation of the epidemic En can be constructed as follows.
Let "nk (k = 1; 2; : : :) be independent random variables, each uniformly distributed on
{1; 2; : : : ; n}. The initial infective is the individual "n1 and is assigned the life history
H11. The individual contacted at the ith global contact made in En is "ni+1. If that
individual is still susceptible then it becomes infected and adopts the life historyHi+1;1,
otherwise nothing happens. For i = 1; 2; : : : ; the local spread from individual "ni is
constructed from Hij (j = 1; 2; : : :) and nijk (j; k = 1; 2; : : :) in an analogous fashion
to Cni , translated so that the individual labelled 0 in C
n
i corresponds to "
n
i . Note that
the local spread away from "ni may not be the same as that described by C
n
i since in
En, an individual that is susceptible in Cni may have been infected via another clump.
For i = 1; 2; : : : ; let Lni = {("ni + j)mod n: j∈ J ni } be the set of individuals in "ni ’s local
epidemic, according to Cni . Let
M˜ n =min{k ¿ 1: Lnk ∩ {Ln1 ∪ Ln2 ∪ · · · ∪ Lnk−1} = ∅}: (2.1)
We say that local epidemics i and j overlap if Lni ∩ Lnj = ∅. Thus, in our construction
of En, the local epidemics are precisely given by Cn1 ; C
n
2 ; : : : at least until the time of
the (M˜ n − 1)th global contact.
2.3. Preliminary probability results
Let qk be the probability that while infectious an individual makes k local infec-
tious contacts. We shall require that q0 ¿ 0 and that
∑∞
k=0 kqk ¡∞. (Note that if, for
example, Q is a negative exponential with mean 1 and L is a homogeneous Poisson
point process with rate %L ¡∞, then q0 = 1=(1 + %L)¿ 0 and
∑∞
k=0 kqk = %L ¡∞.)
We begin by extending the results of Kelly (1977) in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that q0 ¿ 0 and
∑∞
k=0 kqk ¡∞. Then for ¿ 0, E[W]¡∞
if
∑
i∈Z |i|+1vi ¡∞.
Proof. The proof is along identical lines to that of Kelly (1977) and is hence
omitted.
The main convergence theorem involves showing that the early stages of the epi-
demic process can be approximated by the branching process of Section 2.2. E3ectively
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the approximation makes the following two assumptions. First, that all global contacts
made by infectives are with susceptibles. Secondly, that for all suOciently large n the
local epidemics are e3ectively independent of n and that none of the local epidemics
overlap. The following preliminary results are required to overcome problems caused
by the dependence on n of the local epidemics in En and to obtain a suitable lower
bound for M˜ n. For &; ¿ 0, let Un;& =
⋃[n&]
i=1 {Wi ¿ n2} and Fn; =
⋃[n1=2]
i=1 {Wi ¿ 12n}.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that
∑∞
i=−∞ |i|2+vi ¡∞ for some ¿ 12 . Then, for any 12 ¡&
¡ and for any 3=2(1 + )¡¡ 1,
(i) Pr(Un;& occurs for in:nitely many n) = 0,
and
(ii) Pr(Fn; occurs for in:nitely many n) = 0.
Proof. Fix 12 ¡&¡. Note that E[W
1+]¡∞ by Lemma 2.1. Thus, for n= 1; 2; : : : ;
Pr(Un;&)6
[n&]∑
i=1
Pr
(
Wi ¿
n
2
)
6 n&
(
2
n
)1+
E[W 1+];
by Markov’s inequality. Part (i) now follows by the 2rst Borel–Cantelli lemma. Part
(ii) is proved similarly.
Let H˜ n;i ={("ni + j)mod n: − 12 n ¡ j¡ 12 n}; Hˆ n;i ={("ni + j)mod n: −n ¡ j¡n},
QX n; =min{k ¿ 1: "nk ∈
⋃k−1
i=1 H˜
n;
i } and X˜ n; =min{k ¿ 1: "nk ∈
⋃k−1
i=1 Hˆ
n;
i }.
Lemma 2.3. For 0¡¡ 1,
(i) X˜ n; is stochastically larger than the random variable Xn; having survivor func-
tion,
Pr(Xn; ¿ k) =
k−1∏
i=1
(
1− 2i[n
]
n
)
(k = 2; 3; : : :);
(ii) X˜ n; is stochastically smaller than the random variable Xˆ n; having survivor
function,
Pr(Xˆ n; ¿ k) =
k−1∏
i=1
(
1− i[n
]
2n
)
(k = 2; 3; : : :);
(iii) let . = (1− )=2, then as n → ∞, n−.Xn; D→X , where X has density f(x) =
2x exp(−x2) (x¿ 0).
Proof. (i) Since |Hˆ n;1 ∪Hˆ n;2 ∪· · ·∪Hˆ n;k−1|6 2(k−1)n, it follows that, Pr(X˜ n; ¿ 2)¿
1 − 2n=n and for k ¿ 2, Pr(X˜ n; ¿ k|X˜ n; ¿ k − 1)¿ 1 − 2(k − 1)n=n. The result
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follows by using
Pr(X˜ n; ¿ k) = Pr(X˜ n; ¿ k|X˜ n; ¿ k − 1)Pr(X˜ n; ¿ k − 1)
and induction on k.
(ii) Note that Pr(X˜ n; ¿ k|X˜ n; ¿ k−1)6Pr( QX n; ¿ k|X˜ n; ¿ k−1). Now if X˜ n; ¿
k − 1, then |H˜ n;1 ∪ H˜ n;2 ∪ · · · ∪ H˜ n;k−1|¿ 12 (k − 1)[n]. Therefore for k¿ 2,
Pr( QX n; ¿ k|X˜ n; ¿ k − 1)6 1− (k − 1)[n
]
2n
and the result follows by induction on k as in (i).
(iii) It is easy to show using a similar approach to Aldous (1985, p. 96), for example,
that n−.Xn;
D→X as n →∞.
Lemma 2.4. For any 0¡¡ 1, Pr(X˜ n; ¿ 12n
1=2 for :nitely many n) = 1.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3(ii),
Pr
(
X˜ n; ¿
1
2
n
1
2
)
6
[
1
2 n
1=2
]
−1∏
i=1
(
1− i[n
]
2n
)
6 exp

−
[
1
2 n
1=2
]
−1∑
i=1
i[n]
2n


6 exp
(
− 1
18
n
)
;
for all suOciently large n. The result follows by the 2rst Borel–Cantelli lemma, since∑∞
n=1 exp(− 118 n)¡∞.
2.4. Main convergence theorem
We are now in a position to prove the main theorem of this section. First we
introduce some more notation. For n = 1; 2; : : : and t¿ 0, let Yn(t) be the number of
infectious clumps in the epidemic En at time t, where a clump is a local epidemic
spreading from either the initial infective or a globally infected individual and a given
clump is infectious at time t if it contains at least one infectious individual. Thus
clumps are in one to one correspondence with the local epidemics Cni (i=1; 2; : : :). For
t¿ 0, let Y (t) and T (t) denote respectively the number of individuals alive at time
t and the total number of individuals (including the initial ancestor) born in [0; t] in
the approximating branching process. Let T (∞)=limt→∞ T (t). Finally, before proving
the main theorem, we need to impose some mild technical conditions on the above
branching process. In particular we assume that:
(i) there exists a Malthusian parameter ∈ (0;∞), i.e. a 2nite positive solution of
the equation∫ ∞
0
e−t2(dt) = 1; (2.2)
where 2 is the mean measure of the point process : 2(t) = E[[0; t]];
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(ii) there exists a non-increasing positive integrable function g such that∫ ∞
0
1
g(t)
e−t2(dt)¡∞: (2.3)
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that there exists ¿ 12 such that
∑∞
i=−∞ |i|2+vi ¡∞. Then
there is a probability space (4;F;P) on which are de:ned a sequence of epidemic
models indexed by n (the population size) and the approximating branching process,
with the following properties.
Denote by A the set on which the branching process Y (·) becomes extinct:
A=
{
!∈4: lim
t→∞Y (t; !) = 0
}
:
Then as n →∞,
sup
06t¡∞
|Yn(t)− Y (t)| → 0 (2.4)
for P-almost all !∈A. Further, for any c¡ (2− 1)=4(+ 1), as n →∞,
sup
06t6c log n
|Yn(t)− Y (t)| → 0 (2.5)
for P-almost all !∈Ac.
Proof. We shall prove the theorem under the assumption that the mean measure 2 of
the point process  is non-lattice. The lattice case is similar.
Fix c¡ (2− 1)=4(+ 1), and choose &∈ ( 12 ; ) and ∈ (0; 1) such that c¡
(1− )=2¡ (2− 1)=4(+ 1). Let (41;F1;P1) be a probability space on which are
de2ned the following independent sets of random quantities: Hij (i; j = 1; 2; : : :) inde-
pendent and identically distributed according to H and (ijk ; nijk (n=1; 2; : : :)) (i; j; k=
1; 2; : : :) independent and identically distributed with Pr(ijk = l) = vl, Pr(nijk = l) = v
n
l
(l∈Z), satisfying nijk = ijk if −[(n− 1)=2]6 ijk6 [n=2]. (Recall that vnl ¿ vl for
−[(n− 1)=2]6 l6 [n=2].) We can then construct the local epidemics Ci (i=1; 2; : : :),
Cni (i; n = 1; 2; : : :) and the approximating branching process as before but now on
(41;F1;P1).
Using Lemma 2.3 and the Skorohod representation theorem it is straightforward to
construct a probability space on which X , Xn; and X˜ n; (n = 1; 2; : : :) are de2ned,
having the distributions described above in Section 2.3, with
Pr(X˜ n;¿Xn;; n= 1; 2; : : :) = 1
and n−.Xn;
a:s:→X as n →∞, where . = (1− )=2. Augment this probability space to
carry "ni (i; n=1; 2; : : :) such that for 2xed n, "
n
1 ; "
n
2 ; : : : are independent and identically
distributed with Pr("ni = l) = 1=n (l= 1; 2; : : : ; n) and
X˜ n; =min
{
k ¿ 1: H˜ n;k ∩
{
k−1⋃
i=1
H˜ n;i
}
= ∅
}
=min
{
k ¿ 1: "nk ∈
k−1⋃
i=1
Hˆ n;i
}
;
where H˜ n;i = {("ni + j)mod n: − 12 n ¡ j¡ 12 n}.
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Denote the resulting probability space by (42;F2; P2). For n=1; 2; : : : ; the epidemic
En can be constructed on the product space (4;F; P) = (41 ×42;F1 ×F2; P1 × P2)
using the construction described in Section 2.2.
For n = 1; 2; : : : ; let Mn = min(M˜ n; Mˆ n), where M˜ n is given by (2.1) and Mˆ n =
min{k¿ 1: J nk = Jk}. The key observation in proving the theorem is that Yn(t; !) =
Y (t; !) for 06 t ¡ sMn(!). (Recall that sMn(!) is the time of the (Mn(!) − 1)th birth
in the branching process.) This follows since k ¡Mˆn ensures that the clumps Ck and
Cnk are identical and k ¡M˜n ensures that the clumps C1; C2; : : : ; Ck do not overlap.
First observe that for P-almost all ! in A, T (∞; !)¡∞, and let
A1 = {!∈4: T (∞; !)¡∞}:
Note that J nk = Jk implies Wk ¿n=2, so using Lemma 2.2(i), there exists A2 ∈F
with Pr(A2) = 1 such that for all !∈A2, Mˆ n(!)¿ n& ¿n1=2 for all suOciently large
n. By Lemma 2.4, there exists A3 ∈F with Pr(A3) = 1 such that for all !∈A3,
X˜ n;(!)6 12n
1=2 for all suOciently large n. Also, since ¿ 3=2(1 + ), by Lemma
2.2(ii), there exists A4 ∈F with Pr(A4) = 1 such that for all !∈A4, Wi(!)6 12 n
(i= 1; 2; : : : ; [n1=2]) for all suOciently large n. Thus for all !∈A2 ∩ A3 ∩ A4, there ex-
ists n0(!) such that n¿ n0(!) implies Mˆ n(!)¿X˜ n;(!) and M˜ n(!)¿X˜ n;(!), and
hence Mn(!)¿X˜ n;(!). Also, by construction, there exists A5 ∈F with Pr(A5) = 1
such that for all !∈A5, X˜ n;(!)¿Xn;(!) (n= 1; 2; : : :) and
lim
n→∞ n
−.Xn;(!) = X (!)¿ 0:
Thus for !∈A1 ∩ A2 ∩ A3 ∩ A4 ∩ A5, T (∞; !)¡∞ and Mn(!) → ∞ as n → ∞, so
T (∞; !)¡Mn(!) for all suOciently large n. For such n every birth in the branching
process corresponds to a global infection in En and the local epidemics will have
identical histories to their branching process counterparts. The 2rst part of Theorem
2.5 follows since Pr(A1 ∩ A2 ∩ A3 ∩ A4 ∩ A5) = Pr(A).
To prove the second part of Theorem 2.5, 2rst note that it follows from Nerman
(1981, Theorem 5.4) that
lim
t→∞ e
−tT (t) = U; almost surely;
where the random variable U satis2es U (!) = 0 if and only if !∈A. Hence, there
exists A6 ∈F, with A6 ⊆ Ac and Pr(A6) = Pr(Ac), such that
lim
t→∞ e
−tT (t; !) = U (!)¿ 0 (!∈A6): (2.6)
Now 2x !∈A2∩A3∩A4∩A5∩A6. It follows from (2.6) that there exist 8¡. and n1(!)
such that T (c log n; !)¡n8 for all n¿ n1(!). Also, since !∈A5, there exists n2(!)
such that X˜ n;(!)¿n8 for all n¿ n2(!). Further, Mn(!)¿ X˜ n;(!) for all n¿ n0(!).
Hence, for all n¿max(n0(!); n1(!); n2(!)), Mn(!)¿T (c log n; !) and (2.5) follows
since Pr(A2 ∩ A3 ∩ A4 ∩ A5 ∩ A6) = Pr(Ac).
2.5. Remarks and additional results
(i) Theorem 2.5 is similar to the approximating branching process theorems for
homogeneous mixing epidemics (Ball and Donnelly, 1995, Theorem 2.1) and
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epidemics among a population of households (Ball, 1996, Theorem 2.1). For those
models, (2.5) holds for any c¡ (2)−1. Note that if the contact distribution V satis2es∑∞
i=−∞ |i|2+vi ¡∞ for all ¿ 0 then (2.5) holds for any c¡c′ say, where c′ can
be made arbitrarily close to (2)−1.
The above mentioned theorems of Ball and Donnelly (1995) and Ball (1996) contain
a further part, which in the present notation can be expressed as follows: for any
c¿ (2)−1, as n →∞,
sup
06t6c log n
|Yn(t)− Y (t)| → ∞ (2.7)
for P-almost all !∈Ac. However, the proof breaks down in the present setting since
a clump can be infectious for longer in the epidemic model En than in the branching
process. (The clumps in the two processes no longer correspond exactly once they start
to overlap. It is then possible for an individual to be infected later in En than in the
branching process if in the branching process it is infected by someone who belongs to
a di3erent clump in En.) However if there exists ¿ 12 such that
∑∞
i=−∞ |i|2+vi ¡∞
then one can show that (2.7) holds with Yn(t) and Y (t) replaced by Tn(t) and T (t),
respectively, where Tn(t) is the total number of clumps that have been infectious in
En by time t.
(ii) Theorem 2.5 guarantees the convergence of various functionals of the epidemic
model, such as the duration of the epidemic, to corresponding functionals of the branch-
ing process. One can easily show that all the results of Ball and Donnelly (1995),
Section 3, carry over to the present setting. In particular, we have the following the-
orem and corollary, the proofs of which (and also (2.7)) are similar to those of the
corresponding results in Ball and Donnelly (1995), and are hence omitted. Details may
be found in Neal (2001).
Theorem 2.6. For n=1; 2; : : : ; let Tn(∞) be the total number of local epidemics ever
generated in the epidemic En. Then limn→∞ Tn(∞) = T (∞), almost surely.
Corollary 2.7. Let R= ([0;∞]) be the number of global contacts emanating from a
typical local epidemic, C. Let RT=E[R] and f(s)=E[sR] be the probability generating
function of R. We say a global epidemic occurs if in the limit as n →∞, the epidemic
process infects in:nitely many susceptibles. Then, as n →∞,
(a) a global epidemic occurs with non-zero probability if and only if RT ¿ 1,
(b) the probability of a global epidemic is 1−p, where p is the smallest solution of
f(s) = s in [0; 1],
(c) the probability generating function of the limiting total number of local epidemics
T (∞), h(s) say, satis:es h(s) = sf(h(s)). Further
Pr(T (∞) = k) = 1
k
Pr(R1 + R2 + · · ·+ Rk = k − 1) (k = 1; 2; : : :);
where R1; R2; : : : are independent and identically distributed copies of R.
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(iii) Theorem 2.5 can be easily extended to the situation where there a¿ 1 initial in-
fectives, although the details are rather messy if the initial infectives are not suOciently
separated in the limit as n →∞.
3. Gaussian approximation
3.1. Introduction and basic processes
In order to study the asymptotic behaviour of the 2nal outcome of the epidemic
model described in Section 1, in the event of a global epidemic, it is convenient to
adopt a similar embedding approach to that of Scalia-Tomba (1985, 1990) and Ball
et al. (1997). The point processes G and L, governing global and local contacts,
are assumed to be homogeneous Poisson processes, with rates %G and %L, respec-
tively, and the components G, L and Q of a typical infectious life history H are
assumed to be mutually independent. It is also assumed that there exists ¿ 0 such
that E[Q 4+2]¡∞.
Consider a population located one to each point of the integer lattice Z and con-
struct an epidemic, E∞ say, via the following Sellke (1983)-type construction. Let
(DGi ; 
L
i ; Qi) (i∈Z) be independent and identically distributed, where DGi is the total
exposure to infection required to infect individual i globally, Li is a homogeneous
Poisson point process of times relative to the infection of individual i at which i
makes local contacts and Qi is the infectious period of individual i if it becomes in-
fected. Therefore any individual, i say, is globally infected when exposed to t units
of global infectious pressure if and only if DGi 6 t. We assume that D
G follows a
negative exponential distribution with mean %−1G to enable succinct presentation of the
results, although the results hold for more general choices of DG. (See, Neal, 2001,
for details.) It is readily seen that the above gives an alternative construction of the
epidemic described in Section 1.
Let ij (i∈Z; j = 1; 2; : : :) be independent and identically distributed random vari-
ables with Pr(ij = l) = vl (l∈Z). If individual i becomes infected then the individual
contacted at the jth local contact made by i is given by i + ij. For i∈Z, construct
the individual i’s local epidemic Ci by allowing local contacts in a population where
initially i is infective and everyone else is susceptible. Let Ji be the set of individuals
ultimately infected in Ci. For i∈Z, let Si = { j∈Z : i∈ Jj} and call Si the susceptibil-
ity set of individual i. Thus Si is the set of individuals whom if infected globally will
infect individual i via a series of local infections and we have that i∈ Si.
For each n=1; 2; : : : ; let nij (i=1; 2; : : : ; n; j=1; 2; : : :) be independent and identically
distributed random variables with
Pr(nij = l) = v
n
l
(
l=−
[
n− 1
2
]
;−
[
n− 1
2
]
+ 1; : : : ;
[n
2
])
;
and as before let Vn={vnl ; l=−[(n− 1)=2];−[(n− 1)=2]+1; : : : ; [n=2]}. We assume as
in Section 2 that limn→∞ vnl =vl (l∈Z) and that for all n∈N, vnl ¿ vl for −[(n− 1)=2]
6 l6 [n=2]. As in Theorem 2.5, we couple nij and ij such that if −[(n− 1)=2]6 ij6
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[n=2], nij = ij. For n = 1; 2; : : : ; construct an epidemic En among individuals labelled
1; 2; : : : ; n by using (DGi ; 
L
i ; Qi) (i= 1; 2; : : : ; n) and 
n
ij (i= 1; 2; : : : ; n; j = 1; 2; : : :). For
i=1; 2; : : : ; n, the jth local contact made by individual i, if infected, is with individual
(i+nij)mod n. As before, for i=1; 2; : : : ; n, construct individual i’s local epidemic C
n
i in
the obvious fashion. Let J ni denote the set of individuals ultimately infected in C
n
i and
let Sni = { j: i∈ J nj }. Any individual, i say, accumulates global exposure to infection at
time s at rate (%G=n)
∑n
j=1 1{ j infectious at time s}. Therefore if the population is exposed
to nt units of global infectious pressure, each individual is exposed personally to t
units of global infectious pressure and any individual, i say, will be infected globally
if and only if DGi 6 t.
We shall assume that where they occur all local infections are instantaneous. Al-
though this will alter the time course of the epidemic the 2nal size and severity are
not a3ected, where severity is the sum of the infectious periods of those individuals
who are infected by the epidemic. Hence individual i will become infected in En,
once the total amount of global infectious pressure individual i is exposed to exceeds
Hni = inf{DGj : j∈ Sni }. Let Hi = inf{DGj : j∈ Si}. Let QX ni (t) = 1{Hni 6%Gt=n}, therefore
QX ni (t) = 1 if at least one member of individual i’s susceptibility set is infected when
the population is exposed to t units of global infectious pressure and
Pr( Q"ni (t) = 0) =
n∑
k=1
Pr(|Sni |= k) exp
(
−k %G
n
t
)
:
Let Rn(t)=
∑n
i=1 Q"
n
i (t) and An(t)=
∑n
i=1 Q"
n
i (t)Qi be the number of individuals infected
when the population is exposed to t units of global infectious pressure and the sum of
the infectious periods of those individuals, respectively. Let "ni (t) = 1{Hni 6%Gt}, rn(t) =
(1=n)
∑n
i=1 E["
n
i (t)] and an(t) = (1=n)
∑n
i=1 E["
n
i (t)Qi]. Let "i(t) = 1{Hi6%Gt}, r(t) =
E["0(t)] and a(t)=E["0(t)Q0]. Note that, for all i∈N, DGi and Qi are independent, and
so, an(t)= rn(t)E[Q] and a(t)= r(t)E[Q]. Let Xn(t)= (1=
√
n)
∑n
i=1("
n
i (t) − E["ni (t)]),
Zn(t)= (1=
√
n)
∑n
i=1("
n
i (t)Qi −E["ni (t)Qi]), X˜ n(t)= (1=
√
n)
∑n
i=1("i(t)−E["i(t)]) and
Z˜n(t) = (1=
√
n)
∑n
i=1("i(t)Qi − E["i(t)Qi]):
3.2. Final outcome of the epidemic process En
Suppose that the epidemic process En is initiated by exposing the population to Tn0
units of global infectious pressure. The local epidemics created by individuals who
succumb to Tn0 units of global infectious pressure will give rise to An(T
n
0 ) further units
of global infectious pressure, which may in turn create further local epidemics and
hence global infectious pressure. For k = 0; 1; : : : ; let Tnk+1 = T
n
0 + An(T
n
k ). Thus T
n
1
is the total amount of infectious pressure that has been generated in the population
after the local epidemics initiated by the initial Tn0 units of infectious pressure have
occured. These Tn1 units of infectious pressure may infect further individuals globally
leading to further local epidemics, after which there will have been a total of Tn2
units of infectious pressure generated in the population. The process continues until
the additional infectious pressure generated by a set of local epidemics is insuOcient
to infect further individuals globally. Then k∗ = min{k: Tnk+1 = Tnk } is well de2ned
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since the population is 2nite. Let Tn∞=T
n
k∗ . Then (cf. Ball et al., 1997) T
n
∞ represents
the severity of the epidemic En and Rn(Tn∞) its 2nal size. Note that T
n
∞ satis2es
Tn∞ =min{t¿ 0: t = Tn0 + An(t)}: (3.1)
3.3. Preliminary convergence results
In order to obtain a central limit theorem, we use an -mixing approach based on
that of Peligrad and Utev (1997). For ; &∈R and t¿ 0, let
i;;&(t) = ("i(t)− E["i(t)]) + &("i(t)Qi − E["i(t)Qi])
and de2ne ni;;&(t) in the obvious fashion. Then, for 2xed t¿ 0, the random variables
{i;;&(t)}i∈Z form a strictly stationary sequence in i.
Consider 2xed m∈N and take t∈Rm such that t¿ 0 (i.e. for 16 j6m, tj¿ 0). For
any a∈Z, letMa−∞(t) andM∞a (t) be the ?-2elds generated by i;;&(tj) (i6 a; 16 j
6m) and i;;&(tj) (i¿ a; 16 j6m), respectively. The epidemic process on the
in2nite line, E∞, is said to be -mixing if there exist k (k¿ 1) such that (i) k → 0
as k →∞ and (ii) for any m¿ 1, t∈Rm, ; &∈R, a∈Z and k¿ 1,
|Pr(A1; A2)− Pr(A1)Pr(A2)|6 k for all A1 ∈Ma−∞(t); A2 ∈M∞a+k(t):
For ¿ 0, let D =
∑∞
k=0(k + 1)
2=(2+)k , where 0 = 1.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that there exist ¿ 2 and ¿ 6=(− 2) such that ∑i∈Z |i|2+vi
¡∞ and E[Q4+2]¡∞. Then the epidemic process E∞ is -mixing. Furthermore,
k (k¿ 1) can be chosen so that D ¡∞.
Proof. Consider 2xed m; k¿ 1, t∈Rm and ; &∈R. For a∈Z, let Ra;k (La;k) denote
the furthest individual to the right (left) that is infected by the local epidemic having as
initial infectives all individuals6 a+[(k + 1)=2] (¿ a+[k=2]+1). Let Ba;k={Ra;k¿ a+
k} ∪ {La;k6 a}. Let A1 ∈Ma−∞(t) and A2 ∈M∞a+k(t). The key result to note is that
given Bca;k , A2 is conditionally independent of A1, i.e. Pr(A2|Bca;k ; A1) = Pr(A2|Bca;k).
Thus
|Pr(A1; A2)− Pr(A1) Pr(A2)|
= |Pr(A1; A2; Bca;k)(Pr(Bca;k) + Pr(Ba;k)) + Pr(A1; A2; Ba;k)
− (Pr(A1; Bca;k) + Pr(A1; Ba;k))(Pr(A2; Bca;k) + Pr(A2; Ba;k))|
6 |Pr(A1; A2; Bca;k) Pr(Bca;k)− Pr(A1; Bca;k) Pr(A2; Bca;k)|+ 5Pr(Ba;k)
= 5 Pr(Ba;k):
Let R0 (−L0) be the furthest individual to the right (left) that is infected by the
local epidemic in which the initial infectives are {i∈Z : i6 0} ({i∈Z : i¿ 0}). The
argument of Kelly (1977) shows that E[R1+0 ]¡∞, since
∑
i∈Z |i|2+vi ¡∞. Thus,
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using Markov’s inequality,
Pr(Ra;k¿ a+ k) = Pr
(
R0¿
[
k
2
])
6
[
k
2
]−(1+)
E[R1+0 ]:
A similar argument shows that Pr(La;k6 a)6 [k=2]−(1+)E[L
1+
0 ], where E[L
1+
0 ]¡∞.
Now
Pr(Ba;k)6Pr(Ra;k¿ a+ k) + Pr(La;k6 a);
so |Pr(A1; A2)− Pr(A1)Pr(A2)|6 k , where k = 5[k=2]−(1+)(E[R1+0 ] + E[L1+0 ]).
Clearly, the epidemic is -mixing, since k→0 as k→∞. Moreover, since ¿ 2 and
¿ 6=(− 2), it is easily shown that D ¡∞.
We assume from now on that the epidemic E∞ is -mixing and, furthermore, that
there exists ¿ 0 such that E[Q4+2]¡∞ and D ¡∞.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that $v =
∑
i∈Z i
2vi ¡∞. Then
sup
t¿0
√
n|rn(t)− r(t)| → 0 as n →∞:
Proof. Since {"i(t)}i∈Z is stationary in i, we have that for all n∈N and for all t¿ 0,
r(t) = (1=n)
∑n
i=1 E["i(t)]. Therefore, for all t¿ 0,
√
n|rn(t)− r(t)|= 1√n
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
E["ni (t)− "i(t)]
∣∣∣∣∣6 1√n
n∑
i=1
E[|"ni (t)− "i(t)|]:
Note that if Sni = Si then "
n
i (t) = "i(t) (t¿ 0). Therefore,
√
n|rn(t)− r(t)|6 1√n
n∑
i=1
E[|"ni (t)− "i(t)|1{Sni 	=Si}]6
1√
n
n∑
i=1
Pr(Sni = Si):
There are two ways in which Sni = Si, either Si ⊂ Sni or Si ⊂ {1; 2; : : : ; n}.
For Si to be contained in but not equal to Sni , we require a chain of infection to
exist for some individual j to individual i which involves an infection crossing over
individuals 1 and n. Let Cn be the event that at least one of the individuals 1 through
to n on the in2nite line infects locally an individual a distance greater than [n=2] from
themself. For each individual i in the epidemic En, let An; i be the event that the local
epidemic from individuals 1; 2; : : : ; [n=2] crosses over from individual 1 to n and then
reaches individual max(i; [n=2]) from above. For each individual i in the epidemic En,
let Bn; i be the event that the local epidemic from individuals [n=2] + 1; [n=2] + 2; : : : ; n
crosses over from individual n to 1 and then reaches individual min(i; [n=2]) from
below. Now for 16 i6 n,
Pr(Si ⊂ Sni ) = Pr(Si ⊂ Sni |Cn)Pr(Cn) + Pr(Si ⊂ Sni |Ccn)Pr(Ccn)
6 Pr(Cn) + Pr(Si ⊂ Sni |Ccn):
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Let g(s) =
∑∞
k=0 qks
k = E[exp((s − 1)%LQ)], where qk is the probability that while
infectious an individual makes k local infectious contacts. Let wi =
∑
|j|6i vj, then
limi→∞ g(wi)= 1, so g(w[n=2])¿ 12 , for all suOciently large n. For such n, g(w[n=2])¿
exp(−2(1− g(w[n=2]))), so
Pr(Cn) = 1− g(w[n=2])n6 1− exp(−2n(1− g(w[n=2]))):
Note that for s¡ 1, 1− e−s6 s, and therefore, for all suOciently large n,
Pr(Cn)6 1− exp(−2%LE[Q]n(1− w[n=2]))6 2%LE[Q]n
∑
|j|¿[n=2]
vj:
By Chebychev’s inequality, for all n¿ 1,
∑
|j|¿[n=2] vj6 (9=n
2)$v. Therefore, for all
n¿ 1,
√
nPr(Cn)6 18$v%LE[Q]n−1=2 → 0 as n→∞:
Given that Ccn occurs, for individuals 16 i6 [n=2], for Si ⊂ Sni there must exist at
least one individual [n=2] + 16 j6 n, such that j∈ Sni and j ∈ Si. Also, given that
Ccn occurs, for individuals [n=2] + 16 i6 n, for Si ⊂ Sni , there must exist at least one
individual 16 j6 [n=2], such that j∈ Sni and j ∈ Si. Therefore given that Ccn occurs,
we require that either An; i or Bn; i occurs for Si ⊂ Sni to occur. Thus
Pr(Si ⊂ Sni |Ccn)6Pr(An; i|Ccn) + Pr(Bn; i|Ccn)6Pr(An; i) + Pr(Bn; i): (3.2)
The latter inequality in (3.2) follows since Qi|Ccn6st Qi (16 i6 n), where6st denotes
stochastic ordering, cf. the proof of Ball and Neal (2002b, Lemma 3.2).
Let R0 and L0 be as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Then for each i, Pr(Bn; i)6Pr(R0 ¿
min(i; [n=2])) and Pr(An; i)6Pr(L0 ¿n−max(i; [n=2])). Now, for 16 i6 [n=2],
Pr(An; i|Ccn) + Pr(Bn; i|Ccn)6 Pr
(
L0 ¿n−
[n
2
])
+ Pr(R0 ¿i)
6 Pr(L0 ¿i) + Pr(R0 ¿i);
and for [n=2] + 16 i6 n,
Pr(An; i|Ccn) + Pr(Bn; i|Ccn)6 Pr(L0 ¿n− i) + Pr
(
R0 ¿
[n
2
])
6 Pr(L0 ¿n− i) + Pr(R0 ¿n− i):
Therefore,
1√
n
n∑
i=1
Pr(Si ⊂ Sni |Ccn)6
2√
n
{ [n=2]+1∑
i=1
Pr(R0 ¿i) +
[n=2]+1∑
i=1
Pr(L0 ¿i)
}
6
2√
n
{E[R0] + E[L0]} → 0 as n →∞;
since by Kelly (1977), $v =
∑
j∈Z j
2vj ¡∞ implies that E[R0]¡∞ and E[L0]¡∞.
Thus (1=
√
n)
∑n
i=1 Pr(Si ⊂ Sni )→ 0 as n→∞.
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Finally, Pr(Si ⊂ {1; 2; : : : ; n})6Pr(R0¿ i) + Pr(L0¿ n− i). Therefore,
1√
n
n∑
i=1
Pr(Si ⊂ {1; 2; : : : ; n})6 1√n
n∑
i=1
{Pr(R0¿ i) + Pr(L0¿ i)}
6
1√
n
(E[R0] + E[L0])→ 0 as n →∞:
Thus
√
n(rn − r)→ 0 as n →∞, uniformly on R+.
We are interested in the limiting distribution as n→∞ of the random variables
Xn(T∞=n)+&Zn(T∞=n). However, by combining the following lemma with Billingsley
(1968, Theorem 4.1), it is suOcient to obtain the limiting distribution as n→∞ of the
random variables X˜ n(T∞=n) + &Z˜n(T∞=n).
Lemma 3.3. For all ; &∈R,
sup
t¿0
|(Xn(t) + &Zn(t))− (X˜ n(t) + &Z˜n(t))| p→0 as n →∞:
Proof. For all n¿ 1, ; &∈R and t¿ 0,
|(Xn(t) + &Zn(t))− (X˜ n(t)+&Z˜n(t))|6 |‖Xn(t)− X˜ n(t)|+ |&‖Zn(t)− Z˜n(t)|:
Therefore, to prove the lemma, it is suOcient to show that supt¿0 |Xn(t) − X˜ n(t)|
p→0
and supt¿0 |Zn(t)− Z˜n(t)|
p→0 as n →∞. Now for all t¿ 0,
|Zn(t)− Z˜n(t)|6 1√n
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
("ni (t)− "i(t))Qi
∣∣∣∣∣+√nE[Q]|rn(t)− r(t)|
6
1√
n
n∑
i=1
|"ni (t)− "i(t)|Qi +
√
nE[Q]|rn(t)− r(t)|;
so, using Lemma 3.2, to show that supt¿0 |Zn(t) − Z˜n(t)|
p→0 as n→∞, it suOces to
show that
sup
t¿0
{
1√
n
n∑
i=1
|"ni (t)− "i(t)|Qi
}
p→0 as n→∞:
Note that if Sni = Si then for all t¿ 0, "
n
i (t) = "i(t). Therefore,
sup
t¿0
{
1√
n
n∑
i=1
|"ni (t)− "i(t)|Qi
}
6
1√
n
n∑
i=1
1{Sni 	=Si}Qi:
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Now, by Markov’s inequality, for any 8¿ 0,
Pr
(
1√
n
n∑
i=1
1{Sni 	=Si}Qi ¿8
)
6
1
8
√
n
E
[
n∑
i=1
1{Sni 	=Si}Qi
]
:
Since Qi is independent of both Si and Sni , we have that
Pr
(
1√
n
n∑
i=1
1{Sni 	=Si}Qi ¿8
)
6
1
8
E[Q]
1√
n
n∑
i=1
Pr(Sni = Si)→ 0 as n →∞;
using the proof of Lemma 3.2. Therefore, (1=
√
n)
∑n
i=1 1{Sni 	=Si}Qi
p→0 as n→∞, so
supt¿0 |Zn(t) − Z˜n(t)|
p→0 as n→∞. Setting Qi = 1 in the above proof shows that
supt¿0 |Xn(t)− X˜ n(t)|
p→0 as n→∞ and the lemma follows.
We now focus on the random variables X˜ n(t) + &Z˜n(t) (t¿ 0).
Lemma 3.4. Assume that the epidemic E∞ is -mixing with E[Q4+2]¡∞ and
D ¡∞ for some ¿ 0. Then, for all ; &∈R, m∈N and t∈Rm with t¿ 0, as
n→∞
(X˜ n(t1) + &Z˜n(t1); X˜ n(t2) + &Z˜n(t2); : : : ; X˜ n(tm) + &Z˜n(tm))
converges weakly to a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance
matrix C;&(t), where the (j; k)th element of C;&(t) is
E[0; ;&(tj)0; ;&(tk)] +
∞∑
i=1
E[0; ;&(tj)i;;&(tk)] +
∞∑
i=1
E[0; ;&(tk)i;;&(tj)]:
Proof. Consider 2xed ; &∈R, m∈N and t∈Rm. Let =(1; 2; : : : ; m)∈Rm. Con-
sider the strictly stationary sequence {∑mj=1 ji;;&(tj)}i∈Z. Now for all i∈Z, E[Q4+2i ]
¡∞ implies that E[|∑mj=1 ji;;&(tj)|4+2]¡∞. Therefore {|∑mj=1 ji;;&(tj)|4}i∈Z is
uniformly integrable. Note that since k6 1 (k¿ 0), we have for all k¿ 0 and ¿ 0,
that k6 
=(2+)
k . Thus D =
∑∞
k=0(k + 1)
2=(2+)k ¡∞ implies that
∑∞
k=0 kk ¡∞.
Then, since the epidemic E∞ is -mixing, it follows by Peligrad and Utev (1997,
Theorem 2.2(c)), that
1√
n
n∑
i=1


m∑
j=1
ji;;&(tj)

 D→N (0; ?2;&;(t)) as n→∞; (3.3)
where ?2;&;(t) = C;&(t)
T. The lemma then follows by applying the CramTer–Wold
device to (3.3).
We therefore have shown convergence of the 2nite-dimensional distributions of
X˜ n + &Z˜n to those of a Gaussian process X + &Z with mean 0 and covariance
function
C(;&)(s; t) = 2CX (s; t) + &(CY (s; t) + CY (t; s)) + &2CZ(s; t);
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where
CX (s; t) = E[0;1;0(s)0;1;0(t)] + 2
∞∑
i=1
E[0;1;0(s)i;1;0(t)] = cov(X (s); X (t));
CY (s; t) = E[0;1;0(s)0;0;1(t)] + 2
∞∑
i=1
E[0;1;0(s)i;0;1(t)] = cov(X (s); Z(t));
CZ(s; t) = E[0;0;1(s)0;0;1(t)] + 2
∞∑
i=1
E[0;0;1(s)i;0;1(t)] = cov(Z(s); Z(t)):
Proceeding as in Scalia-Tomba (1990), we de2ne the processes X , Z , X˜ n and Z˜n,
for n¿ 1, on D[0;∞) endowed with the Skorohod topology (see Billingsley, 1968;
Lindvall, 1973). With a suitable choice of metric, D[0;∞) becomes a complete, sepa-
rable metric space. We shall prove that X˜ n+&Z˜n ⇒ X +&Z as n →∞, on D[0;∞).
For T ¿ 0, let gT (X˜ n + &Z˜n) and gT (X + &Z) denote the restriction of the random
variables X˜ n + &Z˜n and X + &Z , respectively, to the interval [0; T ]. For T ¿ 0, let
QbT = sup06t6T r
′(t) and let bˆT = inf 06t6T r′(t), where r′(t) denotes the derivative of
r(·) evaluated at t. Note that r′(t)= %G
∑∞
k=1 k Pr(|S1|= k)e−k%Gt , and therefore, for all
T ¿ 0, QbT = %GE[|S|] and bˆT = %G
∑∞
k=1 k Pr(|S1|= k)e−k%GT .
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that there exist ¿ 5 and 6=(− 2)¡¡ 2 such that E[Q4+2]
¡∞ and ∑i∈Z |i|2+vi ¡∞. Then D ¡∞ and, for all n¿ 1, 06 t16 t2,
E[(Z˜n(t2)− Z˜n(t1))4]6 307200D2E[Q4+2]2=(2+)
×
{
(r(t2)− r(t1))4=(2+) + 1n (r(t2)− r(t1))
2=(2+)
}
:
Proof. Note that D ¡∞ is a consequence of Lemma 3.1. For all i∈Z and s; t¿ 0,
let
’i(t; s) = ("i(t)− "i(s))Qi − (a(t)− a(s)):
Note that ’i(t; s)= i;0;1(t) − i;0;1(s), so {’i(t; s)} is -mixing. Fix n¿ 1 and 06 t1
6 t2. Then
E[(Z˜n(t2)− Z˜n(t1))4] = 1n2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
n∑
l=1
E[’i(t2; t1)’j(t2; t1)’k(t2; t1)’l(t2; t1)]:
Now, by stationarity,
E[(Z˜n(t2)− Z˜n(t1))4]
6
24n
n2
n∑
i; j; k
|E[’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)’i+j(t2; t1)’i+j+k(t2; t1)]|; (3.4)
where the indices i; j; k satisfy 06 i; j; k6 i + j + k6 n.
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We show that
n∑
i; j; k
|E[’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)’i+j(t2; t1)’i+j+k(t2; t1)]|
6 12800nD2E[Q
4+2]2=(2+)
{
(r(t2)− r(t1))4=(2+) + 1n (r(t2)− r(t1))
2=(2+)
}
:
First, note that by Berkes and Morrow (1981, Lemma 2),
|E[’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)’i+j(t2; t1)’i+j+k(t2; t1)]|
6 10=(2+)i E[|’0(t2; t1)|4+2]1=(4+2)
×E[|’i(t2; t1)’i+j(t2; t1)’i+j+k(t2; t1)|(4+2)=3]3=(4+2); (3.5)
and
|E[’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)’i+j(t2; t1)’i+j+k(t2; t1)]|
6 10=(2+)k E[|’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)’i+j(t2; t1)|(4+2)=3]3=(4+2)
×E[|’i+j+k(t2; t1)|4+2]1=(4+2): (3.6)
Now, again by Berkes and Morrow (1981, Lemma 2),
|E[’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)’i+j(t2; t1)’i+j+k(t2; t1)]|
6 10=(2+)j E[|’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)|2+]1=(2+)
×E[|’i+j(t2; t1)’i+j+k(t2; t1)|2+]1=(2+)
+ |E[’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)]‖E[’i+j(t2; t1)’i+j+k(t2; t1)]|
6 10=(2+)j E[|’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)|2+]1=(2+)
×E[|’i+j(t2; t1)’i+j+k(t2; t1)|2+]1=(2+)
+ {10=(2+)i E[|’0(t2; t1)|2+]2=(2+)}
×{10=(2+)k E[|’i+j(t2; t1)|2+]2=(2+)}: (3.7)
Now it is shown in the proof of Billingsley (1968, Lemma 1, p. 170) that for any
pair of random variables 1 and 2 if r; s¿ 1, 1=r + 1=s = 1 with E[|1|r]¡∞ and
E[|2|s]¡∞, then
|E[12]− E[1]E[2]|6 2E[|1|r]1=rE[|2|s]1=s: (3.8)
Therefore by (3.8), the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and Jensen’s inequality, we have
that
E[|’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)’i+j(t2; t1)|(4+2)=3]
6 2E[|’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)|2+]2=3E[|’i+j(t2; t1)|4+2]1=3
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+E[|’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)|(4+2)=3]E[|’i+j(t2; t1)|(4+2)=3]
6 2E[|’0(t2; t1)|4+2] + E[|’0(t2; t1)|(8+4)=3]E[|’i+j(t2; t1)|(4+2)=3]
6 3E[|’0(t2; t1)|4+2]; (3.9)
and also by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality
E[|’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)|2+]6E[|’0(t2; t1)|4+2]: (3.10)
Now
|’0(t2; t1)|6 ("0(t2)− "0(t1))Q0 + (r(t2)− r(t1))E[Q];
so
E[|’0(t2; t1)|4+2]6 E[(2max{("0(t2)− "0(t1))Q0; (r(t2)− r(t1))E[Q]})4+2]
6 24+2E[|("0(t2)− "0(t1))Q0|4+2
+ {(r(t2)− r(t1))E[Q]}4+2]:
Since "0(t2)− "0(t1) and Q0 are independent, it follows that
E[|’0(t2; t1)|4+2]6 24+2{(r(t2)− r(t1))E[Q4+2] + (r(t2)− r(t1))4+2E[Q]4+2}
6 25+2E[Q4+2](r(t2)− r(t1)): (3.11)
Similarly, we have that
E[|’0(t2; t1)|2+]6 23+E[Q2+](r(t2)− r(t1)): (3.12)
Therefore, by (3.5) and (3.9),
|E[’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)’i+j(t2; t1)’i+j+k(t2; t1)]|
6 10=(2+)i {25+2E[Q4+2](r(t2)− r(t1))}1=(4+2)
×{3(25+2E[Q4+2](r(t2)− r(t1)))}3=(4+2)
= 30=(2+)i {24(5+2)=(4+2)E[Q4+2]2=(2+)(r(t2)− r(t1))2=(2+)}
6 960=(2+)i E[Q
4+2]2=(2+)(r(t2)− r(t1))2=(2+): (3.13)
Similarly, by (3.6) and (3.9),
|E[’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)’i+j(t2; t1)’i+j+k(t2; t1)]|
6 960=(2+)k E[Q
4+2]2=(2+)(r(t2)− r(t1))2=(2+): (3.14)
Now, by (3.7), (3.9) and (3.10),
|E[’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)’i+j(t2; t1)’i+j+k(t2; t1)]|
6 10=(2+)j {25+2E[Q4+2](r(t2)− r(t1))}2=(2+)
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+ 100=(2+)i 
=(2+)
k {(23+E[Q2+](r(t2)− r(t1)))2=(2+)}2
6 320=(2+)j E[Q
4+2]2=(2+)(r(t2)− r(t1))2=(2+)
+ 6400=(2+)i 
=(2+)
k E[Q
4+2]2=(2+)(r(t2)− r(t1))4=(2+): (3.15)
Therefore, from (3.13)–(3.15), it follows that
n∑
i; j; k
|E[’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)’i+j(t2; t1)’i+j+k(t2; t1)]|
6
n∑
i; k6j
{64002=(2+)i 2=(2+)k E[Q4+2]2=(2+)(r(t2)− r(t1))4=(2+)}
+3
n∑
j; k6i
960=(2+)i E[Q
4+2]2=(2+)(r(t2)− r(t1))2=(2+);
where the indices i; j; k satisfy 06 i; j; k6 i + j + k6 n. Now
n∑
j; k6i
=(2+)i 6
n∑
i=0
i∑
j; k=0
=(2+)i 6
∞∑
i=0
(i + 1)2=(2+)i = D
and
n∑
i; k6j
=(2+)i 
=(2+)
k 6
n∑
j=0
∞∑
i; k=0
=(2+)i 
=(2+)
k 6 2n
( ∞∑
k=0
=(2+)k
)2
6 2nD2:
Since D¿ 1, it follows that
n∑
i; j; k
|E[’0(t2; t1)’i(t2; t1)’i+j(t2; t1)’i+j+k(t2; t1)]|
6 12800nD2E[Q
4+2]2=(2+)(r(t2)− r(t1))4=(2+)
+ 2880DE[Q4+2]
2=(2+)(r(t2)− r(t1))2=(2+)
6 12800nD2E[Q
4+2]2=(2+)
×
{
(r(t2)− r(t1))4=(2+) + 1n (r(t2)− r(t1))
2=(2+)
}
: (3.16)
The lemma now follows using (3.4) and (3.16).
Let w(Z˜n; ; [a; b])=sup{|Z˜n(t)− Z˜n(s)|}, where the supremum extends over s and t
satisfying a6 s6 t6 b, t−s6 . The notation is similar to that of Billingsley (1968,
p. 54).
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Lemma 3.6. Suppose that there exist ¿ 5 and 6=(− 2)¡¡ 2 such that E[Q4+2]
¡∞ and ∑i∈Z |i|2+vi ¡∞. Then, for all 8, , T ¿ 0, there exist ¿ 0 and n0 ∈N
such that
Pr(w(Z˜n; ; [0; T ])¿ 8)6  for all n¿ n0:
Proof. Fix 06 s6T − 2 and 8; ¿ 0. For all n¿ 1 and for any p¿ 0, let
Sn;pj = Z˜n(s+ jp)− Z˜n(s) for j¿ 0:
Consider 06 t1 ¡t26T and 2x n. Now suppose that 8=n6 bˆT (t2 − t1). Then
1=n6 (1=8)(r(t2)− r(t1))6 18 (r(t2)− r(t1))2=(2+) and, assuming 8¡ 1, it follows from
Lemma 3.5 that
E[(Z˜n(t2)− Z˜n(t1))4]6 6144008 D
2
E[Q
4+2]2=(2+)(r(t2)− r(t1))4=(2+): (3.17)
Now 2x p¿ 0 such that 8=bˆT n6p and let
upl = K1(r(s+ lp)− r(s+ (l− 1)p));
where K1 = (614400D2)
(2+)=4E[Q4+2]1=2. We then have by Markov’s inequality and
(3.17) that, for 06 i6 j6m, so long as s+ mp6T , and %¿ 0
Pr(|Sn;pj − Sn;pi |¿ %)6
1
%4
E[(Sn;pj − Sn;pi )4] =
1
%4
E[(Z˜n(s+ jp)− Z˜n(s+ ip))4]
6
1
8%4
K4=(2+)1 (r(s+ jp)− r(s+ ip))4=(2+)
=
1
8%4

 ∑
i ¡ k6j
upk


4=(2+)
: (3.18)
Let Mn;pm =max06i6m {|Sn;pi |}. Then, since 8¿ 0 is a 2xed constant and 4=(2 + )¿ 1,
it follows by Billingsley (1968, Theorem 12.2) and (3.18), that there exists constants
K2 and K3 = K
4=(2+)
1 K2, such that
Pr(Mn;pm ¿ %)6
K2
8%4
(
m∑
i=1
upi
)4=(2+)
6
K3
8%4
( QbTmp)4=(2+)
=
K3
8%4
(%GE[Q]mp)4=(2+): (3.19)
Now, for any s6 t16 t26 s + mp, there exist 16 i6 j6m such that s + (i − 1)p
6 t1 ¡s+ ip and s+ (j − 1)p6 t2 ¡s+ jp. Then by the triangle inequality
|Z˜n(t2)− Z˜n(t1)|6 |Z˜n(t2)− Z˜n(s+ (j − 1)p)|
+ |Z˜n(s+ (j − 1)p)− Z˜n(s+ (i − 1)p)|
+ |Z˜n(s+ (i − 1)p)− Z˜n(t1))|: (3.20)
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Now, since Qk is nonnegative and "k(t) and r(t) are increasing in t, we have, for
example, that
|Z˜n(t2)− Z˜n(s+ (j − 1)p)|
=
∣∣∣∣∣ 1√n
n∑
k=1
("k(t2)− "k(s+ (j − 1)p))Qk −
√
n(a(t2)− a(s+ (j − 1)p))
∣∣∣∣∣
6
∣∣∣∣∣ 1√n
n∑
k=1
("k(t2)− "k(s+ (j − 1)p))Qk
∣∣∣∣∣+ |√n(a(t2)− a(s+ (j − 1)p))|
6
1√
n
n∑
k=1
("k(s+ jp)− "k(s+ (j − 1)p))Qk
+
√
n(a(s+ jp)− a(s+ (j − 1)p))
6 |Z˜n(s+ jp)− Z˜n(s+ (j − 1)p)|
+2
√
nE[Q](r(s+ jp)− r(s+ (j − 1)p))
6 |Z˜n(s+ jp)− Z˜n(s+ (j − 1)p)|+ 2 QbTE[Q]p
√
n: (3.21)
Then it follows from (3.20) and (3.21) that,
|Z˜n(t2)− Z˜n(t1)|6 |Z˜n(s+ jp)− Z˜n(s+ (j − 1)p)|
+ |Z˜n(s+ (j − 1)p)− Z˜n(s+ (i − 1)p)|
+ |Z˜n(s+ ip)− Z˜n(s+ (i − 1)p)|+ 4 QbTE[Q]p
√
n:
Note that |Sn;pj − Sn;pi |6 |Sn;pj |+ |Sn;pi |, and therefore
|Z˜n(t2)− Z˜n(t1)|6 |Sn;pj |+ 2|Sn;pj−1|+ 2|Sn;pi−1|+ |Sn;pi |+ 4 QbTE[Q]p
√
n: (3.22)
Thus, for s+ mp6T ,
w(Z˜n; mp; [s; s+ mp]) = sup
s6t16t26s+mp
{|Z˜n(t2)− Z˜n(t1)|}
6 6 max
06i6m
{|Sn;pi |}+ 4 QbTE[Q]p
√
n
= 6Mn;pm + 4 QbTE[Q]p
√
n: (3.23)
Now, if
8
bˆT n
6p¡
8
16 QbTE[Q]
√
n
; (3.24)
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we have by (3.23) and (3.19) that
Pr(w(Z˜n; mp; [s; s+ mp])¿ 8)6 Pr(6Mn;pm + 4 QbTE[Q]p
√
n¿ 8)
6 Pr
(
Mn;pm ¿
8
8
)
6
4096K3
85
( QbTmp)4=(2+): (3.25)
Choose ¿ 0 so that (4096K3=85)T (2 QbT )4=(2+) (2−)=(2+)6 . Then it will follow
from (3.25) that
Pr(w(Z˜n; 2; [s; s+ 2])¿ 8)6

T
; (3.26)
provided there exist a p and an integer m such that (3.24) holds and mp=2. This is
equivalent to there existing an integer m such that (32 QbTE[Q]=8)
√
n¡m6 (2bˆT =8)n,
which is the case for all suOciently large n.
Now clearly w(Z˜n; ; [s; s+2])6w(Z˜n; 2; [s; s+2]). Therefore, by (3.26), for all
06 s6T − 2 and for all ; 8¿ 0, there exists ¿ 0 and an integer n0 such that
Pr(w(Z˜n; ; [s; s+ 2])¿ 8)6

T
for all n¿ n0: (3.27)
Let h= [T=]. Then
w(Z˜n; ; [0; T ])=max
{
max
06j6h−2
{w(Z˜n; ; [j; (j + 2)])}; w(Z˜n; ; [(h−1); T ])
}
:
Take any n¿ n0, then since for all a6 2, w(Z˜n; ; [s; s+ a])6w(Z˜n; ; [s; s+ 2]) it
follows from (3.27) that Pr(w(Z˜n; ; [0; T ])¿8)6 , as required.
Theorem 3.7. For all ; &∈R,
X˜ n + &Z˜n ⇒ X + &Z as n→∞
on D[0;∞) and the Gaussian process X + &Z has almost surely continuous sample
paths on D[0;∞).
Proof. Fix T ¿ 0. Then, since Z˜n(0) = 0 for all n¿ 1, it follows by Lemma 3.6 and
Billingsley (1968, Theorem 15.5) that {Z˜n} is tight on D[0; T ] and that Z has almost
surely continuous sample paths on D[0; T ]. The tightness of {X˜ n} then follows by
setting Q = 1 in the above lemmas and also X has almost surely continuous sample
paths. Then, for all ; &∈R, {X˜ n+&Z˜n} is tight by Ethier and Kurtz (1986, Proposition
2.4, p. 107). Since we have taken D[0; T ] to be separable and complete, by Prohorov’s
Theorem tightness and relative compactness are equivalent on D[0; T ]. Then, since
by Lemma 3.4 the 2nite-dimensional distributions of X˜ n + &Z˜n converge to those
of X + &Z , by Ethier and Kurtz (1986, Theorem 7.8(b), p. 131), it follows that
gT (X˜ n+&Z˜n)⇒ gT (X +&Z) on D[0; T ]. Since X +&Z is just a linear combination
of X and Z , the Gaussian process X +&Z has almost surely continuous sample paths
on D[0; T ].
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The above holds for all T ¿ 0, so the Gaussian process X + &Z has almost surely
continuous sample paths on D[0;∞). Therefore by Lindvall (1973, Theorem 3′),
X˜ n + &Z˜n ⇒ X + &Z as n →∞;
as required.
3.4. Central limit theorem for :nal size and severity of a global epidemic
The following Lemma and Corollary are required before proving the main cen-
tral limit theorem of this section. Throughout this section, we assume that the epi-
demic E∞ is -mixing, and that there exists ¿ 0 such that E[Q4+2]¡∞ and D=∑∞
k=0(k + 1)
2=(2+)k ¡∞.
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that $v =
∑
i∈Z i
2vi ¡∞. Then
sup
t¿0
∣∣∣∣1n An(nt)− a(t)
∣∣∣∣ a:s:→0 as n →∞:
Proof. We begin by showing that for any t¿ 0, (1=n)An(nt)= (1=n)
∑n
i=1 "
n
i (t)Qi
a:s:→a(t)
as n→∞. Fix t¿ 0 and take any 8¿ 0, then, by Chebyshev’s inequality,
Pr
(∣∣∣∣∣1n
n∑
i=1
"i(t)Qi − a(t)
∣∣∣∣∣¿8
)
6
1
(8n)2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
cov("i(t)Qi; "j(t)Qj):
Now, by stationarity, and Berkes and Morrow (1981, Lemma 2),
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
cov("i(t)Qi; "j(t)Qj)6 2n
n∑
j=1
cov("1(t)Q1; "j(t)Qj)
6 20n
∞∑
j=0
=(2+)j E[Q
2+]2=(2+);
so
Pr
(∣∣∣∣∣1n
n∑
i=1
"i(t)Qi − a(t)
∣∣∣∣∣¿8
)
6
20
82n
E[Q2+]2=(2+)D:
We follow Grimmett and Strizaker (1992, p. 295), in noting that
1
k2
k2∑
i=1
"i(t)Qi
a:s:→a(t) as k→∞:
Since for all t¿ 0, "(t)Qi¿ 0, we have for k26 n6 (k + 1)2 that
1
(k + 1)2
k2∑
i=1
"i(t)Qi6
1
n
n∑
i=1
"i(t)Qi6
1
k2
(k+1)2∑
i=1
"i(t)Qi:
Then, since k=(k + 1) → 1 as k → ∞, we have that (1=n)∑ni=1 "i(t)Qi a:s:→a(t) as
n →∞.
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Now for all n¿ 1 and 16 i6 n, ("ni (t); "i(t)) and Qi are independent, so, by
Markov’s inequality,
Pr
(∣∣∣∣∣1n
n∑
i=1
"ni (t)Qi −
1
n
n∑
i=1
"i(t)Qi
∣∣∣∣∣¿8
)
6
1
8n
E[Q]
n∑
i=1
E[|"ni (t)− "i(t)|]:
Note that it is shown in Lemma 3.2 that
n∑
i=1
E[|"ni (t)− "i(t)|]6
n∑
i=1
Pr(Sni = Si)6 3{6$v%LE[Q] + E[R] + E[L]}¡∞:
Therefore,
Pr
(∣∣∣∣∣1n
n∑
i=1
"ni (t)Qi −
1
n
n∑
i=1
"i(t)Qi
∣∣∣∣∣¿8
)
6
3
8n
E[Q]{6$v%LE[Q] + E[R] + E[L]} (3.28)
and, as above, we can use (3.28) to show that∣∣∣∣∣1n
n∑
i=1
"ni (t)Qi −
1
n
n∑
i=1
"i(t)Qi
∣∣∣∣∣ a:s:→0 as n →∞:
Thus,
1
n
n∑
i=1
"ni (t)Qi
a:s:→a(t) as n →∞: (3.29)
Let Q+ be the set of nonnegative rational numbers and let (4;F;P) denote the un-
derlying probability space on which the random variables "1(t); "2(t); : : : (t ∈R+) and
Q1; Q2; : : : are de2ned. Now, by (3.29), there exists a set B∈F with Pr(B) = 1 such
that for all !∈B
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
i=1
"ni (t; !)Qi = a(t) (t ∈Q+): (3.30)
Fix !∈B and 8¿ 0. Now (1=n)∑ni=1 "ni (t)Qi and a(t) are increasing in t with a(∞)=
E[Q]¡∞, so there exists m∈N and t0; t1; : : : ; tm ∈Q+ such that 0= t0 ¡t1 ¡ · · · ¡tm
=∞ and
a(tk+1)− a(tk)¡ 82 (k = 0; 1; : : : ; m− 1): (3.31)
By (3.30), there exists n0 ∈N such that∣∣∣∣∣1n
n∑
i=1
"ni (tk ; !)Qi − a(tk)
∣∣∣∣∣ ¡ 82 (k = 0; 1; : : : ; m; n¿ n0): (3.32)
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Fix k = 0; 1; : : : ; m− 1 and let t ∈ [tk ; tk+1). Then, since (1=n)
∑n
i=1 "
n
i (t; !)Qi and a(t)
are increasing in t,
1
n
n∑
i=1
{"ni (tk ; !)Qi − a(tk+1)}6
1
n
n∑
i=1
{"ni (t; !)Qi − a(t)}
6
1
n
n∑
i=1
{"ni (tk+1; !)Qi − a(tk)}:
It then follows using (3.31) and (3.32) that∣∣∣∣∣1n
n∑
i=1
"ni (t; !)Qi − a(t)
∣∣∣∣∣ ¡8 (n¿ n0; t ∈ [tk ; tk+1)): (3.33)
The inequality (3.33) holds for all k = 0; 1; : : : ; m− 1, so
lim
n→∞ supt¿0
∣∣∣∣∣1n
n∑
i=1
"ni (t; !)Qi − a(t)
∣∣∣∣∣= 0 (!∈B)
and the lemma follows, since Pr(B) = 1.
Let 2n = Tn0 =n and VT
n
∞ = T
n
∞=n=min{t¿ 0: t = 2n + (1=n)An(nt)}, using (3.1). For
2¿ 0, let H(2) = min{t ¿ 0: t = 2 + a(t)} and note that H(0) exists if and only if
%GE[|S|]¿ 1.
Corollary 3.9. Assume that 2n
a:s:→2 as n →∞, for some 2¿ 0. Then min{| VTn∞|; | VTn∞−
H(2)|}a:s:→0 as n →∞.
Proof. Let K(2)= {t ∈ [0;∞]: t= 2 + a(t)}. For all t¿ 0, a′(t)= %GE[Q]
∑∞
k=1 kPr
(|S1|= k)e−k%Gt , so a(·) is a strictly concave function of t. It follows that K(2) =
{0; H(2)} if 2=0 and K(2)= {H(2)} if 2¿ 0, and that a′(H) = 1 for all H∈K(2). Let
C1 = {!∈4: supt¿0 |(1=n)An(nt; !) − a(t)| → 0 as n → ∞}, C2 = {!∈4: limn→∞
2n(!) = 2} and C = C1 ∩ C2. Then min{| VTn∞(!)− H|: H∈K(2)} → 0 as n →∞, for
all !∈C. The corollary follows since Lemma 3.8 implies that P(C) = 1.
For all t¿ 0, let
M (t) =
(
cov(X (t); X (t)) cov(X (t); Z(t))
cov(Z(t); X (t)) cov(Z(t); Z(t))
)
: (3.34)
We consider 2rst the case when 2¿ 0.
Theorem 3.10. Suppose that there exist ¿ 5 and 6=(− 2)¡¡ 2 such that∑
i∈Z |i|2+vi ¡∞ and E[Q4+2]¡∞. Suppose also that there exists 2¿ 0 such that,√
n(2n − 2)a:s:→0 as n →∞. Then
Vn(2) =
√
n
(
1
n
Rn(Tn∞)− r(H(2));
1
n
An(Tn∞)− a(H(2))
)
D→V (2) as n →∞;
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where V (2) ∼ N2(0; C), with C= B(2)M (H(2))B(2)T and
B(2) =

 1 r
′(H(2))
1−a′(H(2))
0 11−a′(H(2))

 ;
i.e. V (2) is a bivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix C.
Proof. Since 2¿ 0, by Corollary 3.9, VTn∞
a:s:→H(2) as n →∞. By Theorem 3.7, X+&Z
has almost surely continuous sample paths on D[0;∞). Therefore, by Billingsley (1968,
Theorem 4.4, pp. 144–145), we have for all ; &∈R that
X˜ n
(
Tn∞
n
)
+ &Z˜n
(
Tn∞
n
)
D→X (H(2)) + &Z(H(2)) as n →∞:
Now by Lemma 3.3, we have that∣∣∣∣X˜ n
(
Tn∞
n
)
+ &Z˜n
(
Tn∞
n
)
−
(
Xn
(
Tn∞
n
)
+ &Zn
(
Tn∞
n
))∣∣∣∣ p→0 as n →∞;
so by Slutsky’s theorem, we have that
Xn
(
Tn∞
n
)
+ &Zn
(
Tn∞
n
)
D→X (H(2)) + &Z(H(2)): (3.35)
Applying the CramTer–Wold device to (3.35) shows that, as n →∞,(
Xn
(
Tn∞
n
)
; Zn
(
Tn∞
n
))
=
√
n
(
1
n
Rn(Tn∞)− rn
(
Tn∞
n
)
;
1
n
An(Tn∞)− an
(
Tn∞
n
))
D→N2(0; M (H(2))): (3.36)
Note that
√
n
(
1
n
An(Tn∞)− a(H(2))
)
= Zn( VTn∞) +
√
n(an( VTn∞)− a( VTn∞))
+
√
n(a( VTn∞)− a(H(2))):
By the mean value theorem, there exists sn lying between VTn∞ and H(2) such that√
n(a( VTn∞)− a(H(2))) =
√
na′(sn)( VTn∞ − H(2))
=
√
na′(sn)
(
2n − 2 + 1n An(T
n
∞)− a(H(2))
)
;
using (3.1) and the de2nition of H(2). Thus
(1− a′(sn))
√
n
(
1
n
An(Tn∞)− a(H(2))
)
= Zn( VTn∞) +
√
n(an( VTn∞)− a( VTn∞))
+ a′(sn)
√
n(2n − 2):
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Now, a(·) is continuously di3erentiable and a′(H(2))¡ 1. Also, as n→∞,√
n(an( VTn∞) − a( VTn∞))
p→0, using Lemma 3.2, √n(2n − 2) p→0 and sn p→H(2). Hence,
using (3.35) and Slutsky’s theorem,
√
n
(
1
n
An(Tn∞)− a(H(2))
)
D→(1− a′(H(2)))−1Z(H(2)) as n →∞:
Then, since
√
n
(
1
n
An(Tn∞)− a(H(2))
)
=
√
n( VTn∞ − H(2))−
√
n(2n − 2);
a further application of Slutsky’s theorem shows that
√
n( VTn∞ − H(2)) D→(1− a′(H(2)))−1Z(H(2)) as n →∞: (3.37)
Let Rˆn(t) = (Rn(t); An(t)), rˆn(t) = (rn(t); an(t)) and rˆ(t) = (r(t); a(t)). Then
Vn(2) =
1√
n
(Rˆn(Tn∞)− nrˆ(H(2)))
=
1√
n
(Rˆn(Tn∞)− nrˆn( VTn∞)) +
√
n(rˆn( VTn∞)− rˆ( VTn∞))
+
√
n(rˆ( VTn∞)− rˆ(H(2)))
=
1√
n
(Rˆn(Tn∞)− nrˆn( VTn∞)) + Bn + Cn;
say. Lemma 3.2 implies that Bn
p→0 as n →∞. Application of the mean value theorem,
Billingsley (1968, Theorem 5.1, Corollary 2), and (3.37) imply that Cn=
√
n( 1n A(T
n
∞)−
a(H(2)))rˆ ′(H(2)) + Fn, where Fn
p→0 as n →∞. Therefore, it follows that
1√
n
(Rˆn(Tn∞)− nrˆ(H(2))) =
1√
n
(Rˆn(Tn∞)− nrˆn( VTn∞))
+
1√
n
(An(Tn∞)− na(H(2)))rˆ ′(H(2)) +Gn;
where Gn
p→0 as n→∞. Hence,
1√
n
(Rˆn(Tn∞)− nrˆ(H(2)))(B(2)T)−1 =
1√
n
(Rˆn(Tn∞)− rˆn( VTn∞)) +Gn: (3.38)
Theorem 3.10 now follows from (3.36) and (3.38), using Slutsky’s theorem.
We now consider the more interesting case when 2 = 0. Speci2cally, suppose that
Tn0
D→T0 as n→∞, where E[T0]¡∞. Let I n0 =
∑n
i=1 1{DGi 6%Gt=n} denote the number
of individuals that are infected globally by the initial Tn0 units of global infection in
the epidemic En. Then I n0
D→I0 as n→∞, where I0 has a Poisson distribution with
random mean %GT0. Let G be a homogeneous Poisson process with rate %G. Let B0
denote the branching process constructed in Section 2.2, where the individuals in the
local epidemics have independent and identically distributed life histories according to
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H=(Q; G; L) and there are I0 initial ancestors. As noted in Remark (iii), Section 2.5,
the convergence results of Section 2 are easily extended to allow for this situation, in
which in En there are I n0 initial infectives, chosen independently and uniformly, without
replacement, from the individuals 1; 2; : : : ; n. Let pEXT denote the extinction probability
of the branching process B0. Let I n∞ denote the 2nal size of the epidemic En and let
VI n∞ = I
n
∞=n.
Lemma 3.11. Under the above conditions,
lim
8↓0
lim
n→∞Pr(
VI n∞6 8) = pEXT:
Proof. Let {bn} be any sequence of real numbers such that bn→∞ and bn=n → 0 as
n →∞. Then to prove the lemma it suOces to show that limn→∞ Pr(I n∞6 bn)=pEXT.
Let cn =
√
nbn and let hn = cn=3bn. Then cn=n→ 0 and hn→∞ as n→∞. Note that
by Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.7, limk→∞ limn→∞ Pr(I n∞¡k) = pEXT. Thus it is
suOcient to show that limk→∞ limn→∞ Pr(k6 I n∞¡bn) = 0.
Let TU be the total progeny of the branching process B0. Let WU =
∑TU
i=1 |Ji|. Then,
since Ji is the set of individuals in clump Ci, it follows that WU is the total number
of infectious individuals in the TU infectious clumps which are used to construct the
branching process B0. Now from Section 2 the approximating branching process is
almost surely always larger than the epidemic process En for all suOciently large n.
We follow Ball et al. (1997) in forming a lower bound branching process for the
epidemic En. First, we de2ne the epidemic E∗n . The epidemic E
∗
n is identical to the
epidemic En, except that any global infectious contact with or within a distance [hn]
of an individual whose susceptibility set has been hit by a previous global infectious
contact is ignored. Thus I∗n 6 I
n
∞, where I
∗
n is the 2nal size of the epidemic E
∗
n .
We form a lower bound branching process for the epidemic E∗n as follows. For i∈N,
let Ci be de2ned, as in Section 2, as the epidemic on the in2nite line where individual
0 is initially infectious and global contacts are ignored. Let Cˆni be the epidemic on the
individuals {−[hn];−[hn] + 1; : : : ; [hn]} constructed as follows. For j∈{−[hn];−[hn] +
1; : : : ; [hn]}, let individual j have an identical infectious life history, and make identical
local infectious contacts to individual j∈Ci, except that local infectious contacts with
individuals k, such that |k|¿hn are ignored. In other words, Cˆni is the epidemic Ci
restricted to the individuals {−[hn];−[hn] + 1; : : : ; [hn]}. Let Dˆni be the duration of the
epidemic Cˆni and let Jˆ
n
i be the set of individuals whom are ultimately infected in Ci. Let
ˆni be the point process, obtained using {Gij}j∈Jˆ ni , of times (relative to the start of the
initial infectives infectious period) at which the infectives in Cˆni would make global
contacts if they were allowed to. Let Bn be the branching process, where a typical
individual, i say, lives for time Dˆni and reproduces at the points of ˆ
n
i and therefore the
individuals in the branching process Bn are constructed from the truncated infectious
clumps, Cˆni (i = 1; 2; : : :). Let Bn(8) be the branching process, derived from Bn, where
each birth is aborted independently with probability 8 in Bn.
Construct the epidemics E∗n as follows. Let the ith individual to be contacted glob-
ally be individual ni . If the ith global infectious contact is successful, then the local
epidemic about individual ni is according to the epidemic C
n
i translated so that the
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individual labelled 0 in Cni corresponds to 
n
i . Let QC
n
i be the set of positions of in-
dividuals relative to individual ni who belong to the ith local epidemic in E
∗
n . For
i; n¿ 1, let Ani = { j: |j − ni |6 [hn]}. Now the ith global infectious contact is suc-
cessful if Ani ∩ {
⋃
j∈Jni
QCnj}= ∅, where Jni = { j: 16 j6 i − 1; Anj ∩ {
⋃
k∈Jnj
QCnk}= ∅}.
Note that due to the construction of E∗n and the branching process Bn, Cˆ
n
i ⊆ QCni ,
whenever the ith global contact in E∗n is successful. Construct the branching process
Bn by assigning life histories (Dˆni ; Jˆ
n
i ; ˆ
n
i ) to individuals born in Bn, sequentially from
{i: Ani ∩{
⋃
j∈Jni C
n
j }=∅}. Therefore we can couple the epidemic E∗n and the branching
process Bn such that every birth emanating from the ith individual in Bn has a corre-
sponding global infectious contact from the ith local epidemic in E∗n . While there are
less than 8n individuals in the epidemic E∗n with whom global infectious contacts fail
to infect, it is straightforward to couple E∗n with Bn(8) in such a way that every birth
in Bn(8) has a corresponding successful global infection in E∗n . In other words, the
branching process Bn(8) overestimates the true thinning in E∗n caused by unsuccessful
global infectious contacts. Let TnL (8) denote the total progeny of the branching process
Bn(8). Let WnL (8) denote the total number of infectious individuals in the T
n
L (8) infec-
tious clumps which are used in the construction of the branching process Bn(8). Let
pnEXT and p
n
EXT(8) be the extinction probabilities of the branching processes Bn and
Bn(8), respectively.
Now consider Pr(k6 I n∞6 bn). Since Pr(WU 6 t)6Pr(I
n
∞6 t)6Pr(I
∗
n 6 t)
(t¿ 0), it follows that
Pr(k6 I n∞6 bn)6Pr(I
∗
n 6 bn)− Pr(WU 6 k):
Note that until at least bn individuals are infected in E∗n , the number of individ-
uals with whom global infections are unsuccessful is less than (2[hn] + 1)bn6 cn.
Fix 8¿ 0. Then, cn6 8n for all suOciently large n, since cn=n→ 0 as n→∞. Thus
Pr(I∗n 6 bn)6Pr(W
n
L (8)6 bn)6p
n
EXT(8) for all suOciently large n. Hence, for such n,
Pr(k6 I n∞6 bn)6p
n
EXT(8)− Pr(WU 6 k): (3.39)
For all n∈N, pnEXT(8)→pnEXT as 8→ 0. Let Yn and Y0 denote the number of o3spring
of a typical individual in the branching processes Bn and B0, respectively. Let
dTV(Y0; Yn) =
1
2
∞∑
k=0
|Pr(Y0 = k)− Pr(Yn = k)|
denote the total variation distance between Y0 and Yn. The branching processes B0 and
Bn are constructed in such a way that if Ci ⊆ {−[hn];−[hn] + 1; : : : ; [hn]} then the ith
individuals in the two branching processes are identical. Thus (see, for example, Eq.
(1.4) of the Appendix of Barbour et al., 1992),
dTV(Y0; Yn)6Pr(Cn1 * {−[hn];−[hn] + 1; : : : ; [hn]})→ 0 as n→∞;
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so |pnEXT −pEXT|→ 0 as n→∞. Further, Pr(WU 6 k)→pEXT as k→∞. Thus, using
(3.39), it follows that
lim
k→∞
lim
n→∞Pr(k6 I
n
∞6 bn) = 0;
as required.
Before proving the 2nal theorem of this section it is convenient to introduce a
di3erent de2nition of a global epidemic. Speci2cally, a realisation of En is said to be
global if I n∞¿ log n. Let Gn = {I n∞¿ log n}. Then it follows from Theorem 2.5 that
Pr(Gn)→ 1− pEXT as n→∞.
Theorem 3.12. Suppose that the conditions of Lemma 3.11 are satis:ed. Suppose
also that there exist ¿ 5 and 6=(− 2)¡¡ 2 such that ∑i∈Z |i|2+vi ¡∞ and
E[Q4+2]¡∞. In addition, suppose that the approximating branching process has
Malthusian parameter ∈ (0;∞). Then, in the event of a global epidemic,
Vn =
√
n
(
1
n
Rn(Tn∞)− r(H(0));
1
n
An(Tn∞)− a(H(0))
)
D→V as n→∞;
where V ∼ N2(0; B(0)M (H(0))B(0)T).
Proof. First note that the proof of Lemma 3.11 implies that limn→∞Pr(I n∞¿bn|Gn)= 1
for any sequence (bn) such that bn→∞ and bn=n→ 0 as n→∞. It then follows that
there exists b∗¿ 0 such that limn→∞ Pr(I n∞¿b
∗n|Gn) = 1. Suppose this was not the
case. Then there would exist ¡ 1 such that for any b¿ 0 there exists a sequence
(nk) = (nk(b)) such that nk →∞ as k→∞ and Pr(I nk∞¿bnk |Gnk )6  for all k. Let
(bl) be a monotonic decreasing sequence with bl→ 0 as l→∞. Then there exists
n′1 ¡n
′
2 ¡ · · · such that Pr(I n
′
l∞¿bln′l|Gn′l )6  for all l = 1; 2; : : : and bln′l→∞ as
l→∞, contradicting limn→∞ Pr(I n∞¿bn|Gn)=1 for any sequence (bn) with bn→∞
and n−1bn→ 0 as n→∞.
Now note that I n∞ = Rn(T
n
∞). Then, proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.8, it
follows that∣∣∣∣ VI n∞E[Q]− 1n An(Tn∞)
∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣1n Rn(Tn∞)E[Q]− 1n An(Tn∞)
∣∣∣∣ a:s:→ 0 as n→∞:
Therefore, since VTn∞= 2n + (1=n)An(T
n
∞) and limn→∞ 2n =0, limn→∞ Pr( VT
n
∞¿
1
2
b∗E[Q]|Gn) = 1, and it follows using Corollary 3.9 that VTn∞|Gn
p→ H(0) as n→∞.
A realisation of (Rn(Tn∞); An(T
n
∞))|Gn can be obtained as follows. Construct the
epidemic En in real time (for example, as described in Section 2). Let T ∗n denote the
time when the number of susceptibles 2rst reaches n− log n, so T ∗n ¡∞ if Gn occurs.
Given that Gn occurs, allow only local infections after time T ∗n . Let 4n ⊆ {1; 2; : : : ; n}
be the set of initial susceptibles that are ultimately infected by this modi2ed epidemic.
Let T˜ n0 =
∑
i∈4n
∫∞
T∗n
1{i infectious at time t} dt be the total global infectious pressure that
individuals in 4n would exert if they were allowed to. Now construct the 2nal outcome
of an epidemic among the susceptibles {1; 2; : : : ; n} \ 4n, with initial global infectious
pressure T˜ n0, using the construction in Section 3.1, and, in obvious notation, denote the
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2nal outcome of this epidemic by (R˜n(T˜ n∞); A˜n(T˜
n
∞)). Then, using the lack-of-memory
property of Poisson processes,
(Rn(Tn∞); An(T
n
∞))|Gn D= (R˜n(T˜ n∞); A˜n(T˜ n∞)) + (|4n|; Tˆ n);
where Tˆ n is the sum of the infectious periods of all the individuals in 4n.
Let |Cn| denote the size of a typical local infectious clump in En. Then n−1=2E[|4n|]6
n−1=2 log nE[|Cn|]→ 0 as n→∞, since limn→∞ E[|Cn|]¡∞, so n−1=2|4n| p→ 0 as
n→∞. Similarly, n−1=2Tˆ n p→ 0 as n→∞, so Vn|Gn has the same limiting distribu-
tion as
V˜ n =
√
n
(
1
n
R˜n(T˜ n∞)− r(H(0));
1
n
A˜n(T˜ n∞)− a(H(0))
)
and (1=n)T˜ n∞
p→ H(0) as n→∞.
Finally, note that if the processes (R˜n; A˜n) and (Rn; An) are coupled by using common
(DGi ; 
L
i ; Qi) (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n) and 
n
ij (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n; j = 1; 2; : : :), then
sup
06t6∞
|R˜n(t)− R(t)|6 |4n|:
Thus,
n−1=2 E
[
sup
06t6∞
|R˜n(t)− Rn(t)|
]
6 n−1=2 log nE[|Cn|]→ 0 as n→∞;
so n−1=2 sup06t6∞ |R˜n(t) − Rn(t)|
p→ 0 as n→∞. Similarly, n−1=2 sup06t6∞ |A˜n(t) −
An(t)| p→ 0 as n→∞. Thus V˜ n has the same limiting distribution as Vn, with Tn∞ re-
placed by T˜ n∞, and the theorem follows by a similar argument to the proof of Theorem
3.10, since 1n T˜
n
∞
p→ H(0) as n→∞.
Note that Theorem 3.12 is easily extended to the case where there is a 2xed number
of initial infectives as n→∞, and also to the case where Tn0 D→∞ as n→∞ but√
n2n→ 0. In the latter situation, Pr(Gn)→ 1 as n→∞.
4. Nearest-neighbour model
The most widely studied great circle epidemic is the nearest-neighbour model, where
v−1 = v1 = 12 (see Ball et al., 1997; Moore and Newman, 2000; Ball and Neal, 2002a).
We assume that G and L are homogeneous Poisson point processes with rates %G and
%L, respectively, and that E[Q4+2]¡∞ for some ¿ 0. In Ball and Neal (2002a),
the probability mass function of the size of a susceptibility set, the threshold parameter
RT (see Corollary 2.7), the probability of a global epidemic and the proportion of
individuals infected by a global epidemic are all derived. In the current work, we
show that if RT ¿ 1, then a Malthusian parameter ∈ (0;∞) exists and that it satis2es
condition (2.3). Also, we obtain an explicit formulae for the covariance matrix M (t),
so the variance, as well as the mean, of the limiting normal distributions in Theorems
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3.10 and 3.12 can be obtained. (The means of the normal distributions, r(H(2)) and
a(H(2)), follow trivially from Ball and Neal, 2002a, Section 3.3).
For t¿ 0, let Y (t) denote the number of infectives at time t in a typical clump,
where the initial infective becomes infectious at time 0. Then the Malthusian parameter,
, satis2es∫ ∞
0
%GE[Y (t)]e−t dt = 1: (4.1)
Note that
∫∞
0 E[Y (t)] dt is the expected severity of a typical infectious clump, so using
Eq. (3.15) of Ball and Neal (2002a), it is straightforward to show that
∫∞
0 E[Y (t)] dt=
E[Q](2L(%L=2)−1 − 1), where L() = E[e−Q] (¿ 0). Thus, provided the branching
process is supercritical, there exists 0¡¡∞ satisfying (4.1), and hence, (2.2). Also
(2.3) is satis2ed by taking g(t) = e−t .
Let R be de2ned, as in Corollary 2.7, as the number of global contacts emanating
from a typical infectious clump, C say, and let A now denote the severity of C. Then
it follows from Ball and Neal (2002a), (3.12) and Section 2.2.2, respectively, that
RT = E[R] = %GE[Q](2L(%L=2)−1 − 1) and f(s) = E[sR] =  (%G(1 − s)) (06 s6 1),
where  () = E[e−A] (¿ 0). Further, from Eq. (3.15) of Ball and Neal (2002a),
 () =
L(+ %L)(1− L())2 + L(+ %L=2)2(2− L())
(1− L() + L(+ %L=2))2 (¿ 0):
Therefore, if Q is speci2ed, p, the probability of a global epidemic can be computed.
Theorems 3.10 and 3.12 hold, since we can take ¿max {5; 6=+2}. We can then
calculate r(H(2)), a(H(2)), B(2) and M (H(2)) as follows. An immediate consequence
of Ball and Neal (2002a, Section 3.3), is that
r(t) = 1−
∞∑
k=1
Pr(|S0|= k)e−k%Gt = 1− e
−%GtL(%L=2)2
(1− (1− L(%L=2))e−%Gt)2 (t¿ 0):
Therefore, given the distribution of Q, H(2) = min{t ¿ 0: t = 2 + r(t)E[Q]}, r(H(2)),
a(H(2)) and B(2) are readily computed.
Note that conditional upon "j(t) = 0, Qj and "i(t) are independent, so
cov((1− "i(t))Qi; (1− "j(t))Qj) = E[Q]2 cov(1− "i(t); 1− "j(t)):
Computing the matrix M (t) is then straightforward but the calculations are rather
lengthy, so the results are presented without proofs in Lemma 4.1 below. Details may
be found in Neal (2001, Chapter 3).
Lemma 4.1. For all t¿ 0,
var(X (t)) = r(t)(1− r(t)) + 2A(t);
cov(X (t); Z(t)) = r(t)(1− r(t))E[Q] + 2(E[Q]A(t) + C(t))
and
var(Z(t)) = r(t)(var(Q) + (1− r(t))E[Q]2) + 2(E[Q]2A(t) + 2E[Q]C(t));
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where A(t) =
∑∞
k=1 cov("0(t); "k(t)) and C(t) =
∑∞
k=1 cov("0(t); Qk). Furthermore,
A(t) =
e−2%GtL(%L=2)2
z(t)5
×
{
z(t)
(
z(t)2 − L
(
%L
2
)2)
+ (1− e−%Gt)
{
L(%L)− L
(
%L
2
)2}
+e−%Gt
(
1− L
(
%L
2
)2(
2− L
(
%L
2
))
− L(%L)
(
1− L
(
%L
2
)))
− e−2%Gt
(
1− L
(
%L
2
))3}
;
and
C(t) =
L(%L=2)e−%Gt(1− e−%Gt)
z(t)3
{
E[Q]L
(
%L
2
)
− E
[
Q exp
(
−%L
2
Q
)]}
;
where z(t) = 1− (1− L(%L=2))e−%Gt .
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